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Pacific Coast School is based in the small seaside city of Prince
Rupert in British Columbia. Its goal is to provide engagement
and opportunity to all learners the school encounters.
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CONTEXT
Traditional school structure is based on an industrialized model which was meant to move people and societies
from agrarian to industrial. This model was methodized in a way which focused on the averages of society and
many were left behind. In contrast Pacific Coast School offers a personalized and differentiated model.

Pacific Coast School, otherwise referred to as PCS,

ment (MCFD), Child and Youth Mental Health (CYMH),

resides on the traditional and unceded territory of the

Northwest Inter-Nation Family and Community Service

Ts’msyen people. Its student body is primarily made up

Society (NIFCS), North Coast Transition Society and

of indigenous learners from around the north coastal

other community agencies.

region of British Columbia, Canada. PCS is physically located in Prince Rupert's downtown area at the

Our students have not found success within the trad-

Ocean Centre Mall.

itional school structure. Trauma, poverty, addiction,

INTRODUCTION

chronic absenteeism, homelessness, severe anxiety
and depression are just some of the challenges faced

Grades 9 to 12. Enrolment at PCS is not guaranteed

by our students. Pacific Coast School offers these stu-

and students need to apply and meet particular criter-

dents a safe space in which they can find success and

ia in order to be enrolled. Our school focuses primarily

work on their social-emotional health and wellbeing.

on at-risk-youth and/or students with social or mental

No matter what a person's background, they all want

health challenges. We have fostered a strong connec-

to find success and/or have their children be success-

tion with the Ministry of Child and Family Develop-

ful. PCS is here to facilitate that success.

Pacific Coast School utilizes a multi-pronged
approach to the engagement and learning of
students. Our first step is relationship building
with the students. In conjunction with that, we
work on regular goal setting through two Learning Plan Meetings a year and encouraging daily
goal setting, i.e. "What is your goal learning goal
today?". Teachers provide students with multiple
access points to educational materials through a
mix-methods, personalized and differentiated curriculum delivery. Additionally, PCS is integrating
more school based learning projects and utilizing
team teaching.

TEACHERS PROVIDE

PCS also has a program called TREC2 which gives

MULTIPLE ACCESS

students an opportunity to experience new ac-

POINTS TO

and into the land. Finally, we work at providing

EDUCATIONAL
MATERIALS.

,,

The school offers a complete stream of courses from

tivities and brings learning outside the classroom
monthly community luncheons for all family
members of PCS Students. This deepens the relationship between staff, parents and students.
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OBJECTIVES
& GOALS
Pacific Coast School is passionate about giving all students an opportunity to engage in learning and improve
their life potentials. Every student PCS encounters is unique and an individual. They have different histories and
personal stories which has brought them to us. Thus our primary objective is to provide a place and space in
which students feel safe, connected and engaged. Once students take on these core beliefs, learning can begin.
Our intrinsic task is to move beyond the concept of grades and meet students where they are at. Thus, PCS works
at developing personalized curriculum models for each individual student. Some of our students have had significant gaps in their education and they need to work on core skills. Our objective with each student is to move
them from the place that they are at towards a place which makes them more employable and engaged citizens

Finally, PCS desires to provided experiences

of Canadian society. Ultimately, we want students taking responsibility for their learning and becoming life long

for students which they might not receive

learners.

elsewhere. This could be anything from going
kayaking and skiing to harvesting clams and
cockles or making drums.

ULTIMATELY, WE WANT
STUDENTS TAKING
RESPONSIBILITY FOR THEIR
LEARNING

PBIS - POSITIVE
BEHAVIOUR
INTERVENTION
STRATAGIES

CO-TEACHING AND
SCHOOL UNITS

LEARNING
COMMONS

CURRICULUM
BASED TREC2

PCS endevours to promote cross-cur-

Our Learning Commons area is where

While some of our TREC s will still

Positive Behaviour Intervention Strat-

ricular engagment by providing its

the majority of student learning takes

be about connecting with students,

egies will be further integrated by

teachers with the tools and time to

place. This provides a great venue for

providing experiences and developing

developing an online student tracking

co-teach educational units which are

school based units and co-teaching cap-

relationship, there will be a new focus on

system for teachers and staff. PCS will

accessible and adhear to UDL - Universal

acity. Through this model we expect an

curriculum based TREC2s. These TREC2s

also further develop an acknowledg-

Design for Learning.

increase in skill mastery and attendance.

will have multiple school based classes

ment based system for good behaviour

which will inform the learning while on

and learning.

Part of providing a well rounded education within Ts'msyan territory, and British
Columbia in general, is integrating indigenous ways of knowing and understanding. Our school is working towards fluidly incorporating the First Peoples
Principals of Learning. Additionally, we offer multiple local cultural experiences

2

the TREC .
2

for students to get out onto the land and learn by doing.

TS'MSYEN CULTURE AND
INDIGENOUS WAYS OF
BEING ARE IMPORTANT
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IN WHAT WAYS DOES PACIFIC COAST SCHOOL CONNECT ITS PLAN TO THE
DISTRICT FRAMEWORK AND ABORIGINAL EDUCATION AGREEMENT?

The staff at Pacific Coast School works collaborative-

Equally important is PCS's firm commitment to the

ly as a school to meet the guiding principals of the

Aboriginal Partnership Agreement. We have con-

FRAMEWORK

In order to work more effectively for students our district has developed the

framework. These guiding principals create the bed-

sistently worked with the Ab Ed department and local

FOR

Framework for Enhancing Student Learning. Pacific Coast School incorpor-

rock for our school outlook and design.

First Nations Bands in the region.

ENHANCING

ates this vision into its program delivery and structure.

STUDENT

In addition to the Framework, School District 52 also has an Aboriginal Part-

LEARNING

nership Agreement. We are very proud to support our indigenous learners
and work at realizing this important agreement.

AUTHENTIC
LEARNING

SOCIAL &
EMOTIONAL

EXPERIENTIAL
LEARNING

ACADEMIC
ACHIEVEMENT

PCS gives students choice in what

PCS provides students with

Our mission is to provide students

PCS teachers work hard a provide

they learn and how they learn it.

counsellors and has a strong

with hands on projects which

a curriculum which both chal-

This student directed learning

connection with CYMH. We help

reflect our local place. This is done

lenges students and gives them

model creates authentic learning.

students with strategies.

through TREC2 and other outlets.

success.

INDIGENOUS
WAYS

SM'ALGYAX &
LANGUAGE

COMPUTATIONAL
THINKING

Integration and understanding of

We have a Sm'algyax teacher

PCS is working hard to integrate

our world through a local indigen-

come once a week. Our staff

computational thinking through-

ous lens is important. PCS works

has been working at integrating

out its courses with a particular

with elders and Ab Ed.

Sm'algyax into their curriculum.

focus on Math/Science.

EQUALLY IMPORTANT IS PCS'S FIRM COMMITMENT
TO THE ABORIGINAL PARTNERSHIP AGREEMENT.

,,
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EVIDENCE
BASED

SUCCESS IS AN

to managed their anxiety and opportunities to challenge themselves.

INDIVIDUALIZED

advancement in what they are learning. Another strategy that we use to

JOURNEY
analyzing, through continual observation, how
their students are developing socially, emotionally and academically.

on regular attendance is a success. PCS utilizes our
aboriginal support workers, youth worker and making
connections with parents as strategies to increase
student attendance. Other students struggle with anxiety, crowds and asking for help. Pacific Coast School
offers those students access to counselling, strategies

IDEATE,
GATHER EVIDENCE,
RE-ASSESS.

WITHOUT EVIDENCE
WE CANNOT KNOW
OUR STRATEGIES ARE

SOME CORE
COMPONENTS IN
EVIDENCE BASED
DECISION MAKING

WORKING AND

weekly goals for our students.

EFFECTIVE FOR OUR
STUDENTS.

WE SURVEY OUR
PARENTS TO
COLLECT DATA

REGULAR
ANALYSIS OF
ATTENDANCE

STAFF
SCHOOL BASED
DISCUSSIONS
RECORD KEEPING
ABOUT STUDENTS
ON STUDENTS

TEACHERS KEEP
DETAILED
RECORDS

GRADUATION
RATES AND
COMPLETION

KNOWLEDGE

ACCURACY

Analyze, observe and record different param-

Utilizing both quantitative and qualitative data

eters to gain knowledge of when, and how,

will provide us with the most insight as to how

success is happening for each student.

we are best serving our students and moving
them forward towards civic citizenship.

,,

very diverse needs. For some of our students, working

increase success is to use goal setting. PCS uses both quarterly goals and

HARD FACTS

TRACKING
STUDENT
BEHAVIOUR

dent body comes from diverse backgrounds and have

Academic success is measured by observational and recorded student

Pacific Coast School measures its success by

WE SURVEY OUR
STUDENTS TO
COLLECT DATA

Success for each student looks very different. Our stu-
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How we collect our evidence
dictates its level of accuracy and

COMMUNITY

WORK HARD

Connecting with parents, grandparents and

Evidence collection is a hard process at times;

guardians to discuss challenges and achieve-

but if we do not work hard everyday, we will fail

ments of our students. Normally PCS holds

in our duty to our students and possibly upset

monthly luncheons with our community mem-

the balance of a persons life.

the evidence's ability to inform our
decision making.

bers; however, due to COVID we have relied
more on social media.
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INSTRUCTIONAL
STRATEGIES
KEY TO SUCCESS

PCS's goal is to give students multiple access points to the curriculum and allow

MULTIPLE

them to express their learning in a variety of ways. Our goal is to build our student's

ACCESS POINTS

skills in a variety of areas to increase the life chances of each student. Some of the
skills we work on with our students are outlined below.

In an effort provide our students with the most success PCS uses a variety of instructional
strategies. Our goal is to meet students where they are at. Through instructional diversity
we can engage students who might not have found success before.

SELF-PACED / ONLINE

Individualization

PCS'S GOALS IS TO GIVE STUDENTS MULTIPLE

Moodle Platform

Teacher Instruction

ACCESS POINTS TO THE CURRICULUM.

Students can access course content through our Moodle Learning Management System. Teachers design
course content online and students move through it

Computer Based
Project-Based

with some instruction from the teacher.

DIRECT INSTRUCTION

Individualization

Face-to-Face

Teacher Instruction

Teachers work with students face-to-face. This includes
providing off-line alternatives or working with students
on differentiated assignments. Teachers are also work-

Computer Based
Project-Based

ing towards providing more projects.

GROUP INSTRUCTION

Individualization

Teachers and Students

Teacher Instruction

Our school uses small groups or team teaching to
give our students access to curriculum. We will be
implementing a team teaching unit once a month for

,,

DIVERSITY IS
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Computer Based
Project-Based

DIALOGUE

NAVIGATION

DECODING TEXT

VISUALIZATION

Interpersonal communi-

Life skills to navigate and

How to extract information

Creating visualizations of

cation.

contribute to society.

from a variety of sources.

abstract concepts..

HANDS-ON

TECHNOLOGY

LIFE SKILLS

RECOGNITION

Moving theory into practical

Technological skills for an

Budgeting, credit, cooking

Celebrating success and

application.

emergent world.

and other practical life skills

overcoming challenges

PROBLEM SOLVING

WRITTEN OUTPUT

SOCIAL EMOTIONAL

MEDIA DESIGN

Critical thinking skill for

Communicating learning

Developing positive social &

Understanding modern

innovative solutions.

through writing & visuals

mental health skills.

media and design.

next year.
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STAFF
DEVELOPMENT
& PARENT
ENGAGEMENT
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MONTHLY
LUNCHEONS
LUNCHEONS
Sharing food and dialoguing is an important
part of the parental engagement process. Our
students cook a meal each month for their
parents, guardians, grandparents and siblings.
This process allows students to give back to
their families in a concrete way.

PARENTAL INPUT &
SURVEYING
INPUT
PCS seeks out the perspectives and ideas of our
parents, guardians and grandparents in how
we can better serve our students. This is done
through conversations with our stakeholders
and using surveys to better understand the
challenges or supports our students need.

STAFF DEVELOPMENT AND PARENTAL
INVOLVEMENT IS KEY TO STUDENT SUCCESS. PCS
PRIORITIZES PARENT PARTICIPATION AND STAFF
EXPLORATION.

STAFF
DEVELOPMENT
PRO-D
PCS staff is always seeking new ways to engage
our students. Each year our staff brainstorms
new ways to organize the school and assesses
aspects that worked well and those that did
not. Staff collaborate, ideate and discuss during
collaboration time and staff meetings. PCS staff
also works towards a group Pro-D once a year.

,,
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WAYS WE COMMUNICATE

COMMUNICATION

In addition to communicating with our students its

utilize a multiplicity of communication methods. It is

equally important to dialogue with our parents, guard-

our belief that this method will provide better success

ians and stakeholders. We do this through a variety of

for our students. It increases accountability of students

ways which are outlined below. Our goal at PCS is to

and staff.

Communication is essential for student success. This

sessment. Each teacher in our school takes on a home-

01. FACEBOOK PAGE

02. REPORT CARDS

means maintaining openness and dialogue with stu-

room which is essentially one grade level. That teacher

Our Facbook Page (@PacificCoastSchool) has

Student will receive three report cards throughout

dents, parents and stakeholders on a variety of levels.

follows that cohort through subsequent school years.

become our primary way to communicate to

the year with a final report card at the end of the

It also means maintaining a robust tracking system of

Teachers are responsible for tracking attendance,

our PCS Community and the broader Prince

year. Our report cards highlight the amount of the

our students so that we can communicate accurate

academic progress, learning plans and communica-

Rupert Community. We now have 234 page fol-

course finished with a grade for that completion.

and pertinent information. PCS is always attempting

tion with administration and parents/guardians. PCS

lowers & Facebook allows us excellent tracking

Contrary to the traditional system we do not grade

to innovate new ways in which to track, assess and

is additionally working towards safely digitizing this

of how people are accessing communication.

work that has not been completed.

communicate those assessments. We have moved to

information to provide easier and more fluid access

a case load system for better student tracking and as-

and record keeping.

03. PHONE / EMAILS

04. PARENT TEACHER

Phone and emailing are important ways in

PCS has two parent teacher meetings each year.

keeping in touch with parents, students and

The first one is usually towards the end of Octo-

staff. Administration and the aboriginal support

ber or beginning of November. The second one

workers regularly phone home and communi-

happens around the beginning of March. This is

cate with parents. Newsletters are digitally

a great time for teachers and parents to discuss

emailed out monthly.

strategies.

05. FACE-TO-FACE

06. LEARNING PLANS

While this does not happen as often as we

Three times a year our teachers meet with our

would like, PCS priorities face-to-face com-

students to check in with them and make a plan

munication with parents, guardians and

for their future. This includes both short and long

stakeholders. Luncheons and parent teacher

term goal setting. We set measurable goals that a

meetings are a great opportunity to get that

student can do between now and the next Learn-

face-to-face interaction.

ing Plan, graduation and after graduation.

07. WEBSITE

08. HOME VISITS

The PCS website provides information to our

PCS has two Aboriginal Support Workers and a

community about our school, registration and

Youth Worker attached to its school. These staff

any important upcoming events. While our

members communicate with the teachers and ad-

website is updated regularly we have gained

ministrator on a bi-weekly basis to come up with a

the most communication success through our

list of home visits. This is generally to connect with

Facebook Page.

students who have not been seen in days.
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SCHOOL INITIATIVES ARE IMPORTANT FOR MAINTAINING THE
RELEVANCE OF PACIFIC COAST SCHOOL AND FOR PUSHING

SCHOOL SUCCESSES
AND INITIATIVES

CONTINUAL
DISCOVERY...

THE BOUNDARIES OF EDUCATION.

It is important for our school to continually

We have been working on a number of initia-

re-assess and tweak its program and delivery.

tives over the course of the year. Additionally,

The world and society is not static. As such our

PCS will be starting a number of new initiatives

program has to be responsive to society and

over the course of next year.

its changes.

Monday

Breakfast Program with
Devin

Tuesday

Math Pod
Humanities Pod

Community Morning
Learning

Breakfast Program with
Devin

Wednesday

IFR - Ms. Rice
Math Pod
Humanities Pod

Community Morning
Learning

Breakfast Program with
Devin

Thursday

Student Choice:
Math or Humanities

Community Morning
Learning

Breakfast Program with
Devin

Friday

TIMETABLE - 2020-21

Time

IFR - Ms. Rice
Math Pod
Humanities Pod

Community Morning
Learning

Pacific Coast School

8:15 - 8:45
Breakfast Program with
Devin

Break

Math Pod
Humanities Pod

H

Finding your Indigeneity
(Collab with WAP)

Community Morning
Learning /w Mr. Janz

Break

8:45 - 9:30

C

Science - Mr. P
Foods - Ms. Stone
Textiles - Ms. Rice

9:30 - 10:30

Break

1:

N

Electronics - Mr. P
Foods - Ms. Stone

2:
Break

U

Science - Mr. P
Foods - Ms. Stone
Textiles - Ms. Rice

Headspace

L

Break

Independent Learning

Break

Headspace

Electronics - Mr. P
Foods - Ms. Stone

Headspace

10:30 - 10:45

Headspace
Ms. Rice Prep until 1:22

12:00 - 12:44

Headspace

3: 10:45 - 12:00

4: 12:44-1:15

Independent Learning

Break

Independent Learning

will provide a more supportive and

Art - Ms. Rice
Independent Learning
Mr. Pinkhasik Prep

sponse as issues arise. This in turn

Break

provide a coordinated school re-

Independent Learning

hope these weekly discussions will

Break

gling or just not engaging. We

Independent Learning

for students that we find are strug-

Break

we will be making up weekly plans

Art - Ms. Rice
Independent Learning
Independent Learning
Ms. Stone Prep
Mr. Pinkhasik Prep
Counsellor: Ms. Bryant
Learning Service Teacher (LST): Ms. Danroth

support our students. In particular,

Independent Learning

wide discussion about how to best

1:50-2:00

at PCS all staff will have a group

Independent Learning
Ms. Stone Prep

Ms. Bryant will be here all day Wednesdays / Ms. Danroth will be here Tuesday - Friday @ 8:45 - 12:00

Starting next year, every Tuesday

5: 1:15-1:50

6: 2:00-3:10

Student Support Discussions

SUPPORTING
STUDENTS.

responsive environment for the
needs of our students.

Co-teaching

Theme'd Years

Indigenous Ed

Co-teaching and group teaching

Starting during the 2021/22 school

We have a strong partnership with

has been a positive advancement

year, PCS will be implementing

the Indigenous Education Depart-

in our curriculum delivery. When

"theme'd

ment

surveyed 69% of students felt that

theme will be "Our Place in Space".

ledge and resources frequently.

co-teaching and group teaching

The goal of themes is to have a

Additionally,

was beneficial. In response PCS is

level of synchronistic around cur-

have all curriculum

reorganizing the entire school and

riculum. Teachers, staff and TRECs

with north coast indigenous world

throughout the year whether face to face or through technol-

timetable to enhance and expand

will

cur-

views in a fluid and non-tokenized

ogy. Additionally, PCS collaborated with outside agencies like

co-teaching, small group

riculum around the theme. This

way. While we are not there yet our

MCFD and NIFCIS to support student's educational progress.

large group teaching.

will allow a threaded discussion

staff is always working at expand-

throughout the year and a level of

ing and

cohesion of curriculum.

indigeneity.

PCS COLLABORATED WITH

SCHOOL SUCCESSES

THE RCMP, DPWORLD

Despite COVID-19 our school can celebrate a number of suc-

AND PRMS TO BRING THE
GYEKSM GOOT PROJECT

cesses. While attendance was an issue over the course of the
year, PCS managed to engage the majority of our students

Finally, PCS collaborated with PRMS, RCMP and DPWorld to
bring the Gyeksm Goot Calm Heart Project. In addition to working with students on the ideas of consent and healthy relationships, we garnered media attention from our local newspaper
and CBC.

and

years".

centre

Our

activities

2021/22

and

and leverage their knowit is PCS's goal to
embedded

harmonizing with local

,,
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COVID-19
SAFE-LEARNING
Pacific Coast School works to balance the mental health and academic needs of our students
with the safety concerns around COVID-19.
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EXPOSURE

school where our attendance was light all year but dropped dramatically

CONTROL

again in June. We are unsure as to why it dropped off again in June. One

PLAN

in January to March. It improved into April and May but then dropped off
of our goals in the new year will be to survey our students to understand
what barriers arrose for them coming to school.

LOOKING FORWARD TO POST COVID EDUCATION AT PCS

CREATE ENGAGEING IN SCHOOL
LEARNING

COMMUNICATION
THAT SCHOOL IS
SAFE

UNDERSTANDING ATTENDANCE OUTATTENDANCE
REACH SUPPORT
BARRIERS
PROGRAM

from COVID-19 for all of 2020, the new year brought with it a
COVID surge which began in January, flared up in February
and peaked in March. At that time our community was given
special access to the COVID-19 vaccine and cases dropped
dramatically. While it looks like the worst of the pandemic
is behind us we still will be struggling with the outfall of its
effect on our students mentally, physically and academically.
The term "Learning Loss" is used to discribe the dramatic decline in school attendance. This was certainly poignant in our

PHYSICAL HEALTH,
MENTAL HEALTH,
ACADEMIC HEALTH.

PCS IS WORKING TO

LEVERAGING
SOCIAL MEDIA

ENGAGING OUR
FAMILIES THROUGH
ACTIVIES

ROBUST
ILLNESS
PROTOCOLS

BARRIERS

COMMUNICATION

Our top priority is to understand barriers to

In our communication with families the one

attendance and have a stratagy to aleviate

consistent thread was that they do not feel

IC HEALTH IN A WAY

those them. We have found communication

safe. This is going to be the biggest challenge

challenging at times with famlies avoiding

with many in our population. Communicating

WHICH MOVES OUR

engagment due to COVID.

that schools are safe and supportive.

SOCIAL MEDIA

ACADEMICS

Leveraging social media to project an image

Once a student is comfortable enough to

of safety, security, learning and fun will help

come back and attend, we want them to have

aleiviate fears. Many of our families and youth

a number of roads towards academic success.

are connected to our Facebook Page. We will

Providing student choice and differentiated

be leveraging this to re-engage youth.

options will help our students succeed.

BALANCE PHYSICAL,
MENTAL AND ACADEM-

STUDENTS FORWARD

,,

While our community in Prince Rupert had been cocooned

INCREASE
ATTENDANCE

SOME CORE
COMPONENTS IN
OUR POST-COVID
RESPONSE

Success is achievable through
articulating a clear goal orientated
plan. PCS believes all students can
achieve success post COVID-19.
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QUANTITATIVE DATA

DATA

Year

Tracking both quantitative and qualitative data is important to gauge our school's effectiveness. The insights that
data gives us is used by the staff and administrator to inform our schools Initiatives. We are working at expanding
our data collection to get as much information as we can.

One of our primary sources of data collection is the

main reason for the reduction in both enrolment and

quantitative data of enrolment, courses completed,

withdrawls. We suspect that next year we will see a

and number graduates. For student flow, we consider

significant bump in enrolment numbers back to more

both our September enrolment in addition to how

pre-pandemic levels. PCS will be implementing an en-

many students were enrolled and withdrawn through-

gagment strategy to work with families and students

out the year. PCS student flow decreased this year

we have not seen for most, if not all, of the previous

which is a result of both reduced enrolment and with-

school year. PCS is hopeful that the worst of COVID-19

drawls. Our enrolment number never moved beyon 70

is now behind us and we can move forward. Part of

this year which is a reduction compared to the last two

this will be engaging our families with a message of

previous years. It appears that COVID-19 would be the

safety and the importance of education.

20162017
20172018
20182019
20192020
20202021

Enrolment Septem- Courses CompletOverall Student
Graduates
ber
ed
Flow
72

219

20

171

75

77

6

117

85

159

15

117

83

92

10

134

71

105

6

118
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QUALITATIVE DATA

In conjunction with quantitative data PCS is commit-

COVID-19 we were not able to impliment the survey for

ted to collecting more qualitative data to inform our

this school year. We will start this survey again in the

practice. Qualitative data is more focused on opinion

2021/2022 school year in September.

and perceptions. PCS will be implementing a survey
system which will be done at the beginning. Surveys

Methodology: This survey was taken in June 2019 at

can be seen as quantitative data but for our purposes

the end of the school year and thus the sample size

we will using them as qualitative since they are opin-

was reduced; however, we had a 39% response rate.

ion based despite having a statistical backing. Our

This survey was administered no more than two at a

quantitative data will focus completely on enrolment,

time and students were given the option to take it in a

graduation and level assessments. The following

private area and/or with a counsellor. This survey was

graphs are the results of our 2019 survey. This is the

completely anonymous and no personalization took

first year PCS has implemented a wide ranging survey

place. Students were informed that the survey was

on attitude and lifestyles of our students. Sadly due to

personal in nature and anonymous.

This data shows that the majority of respondents go

an average of 6 hours a sleep a night. Research from

to bed between 01:00 and 03:00 or later. In fact 25% of

UCLA suggests teens need about 9 hours of sleep

IN AN EFFORT TO HAVE DATA DRIVEN DECISION

students go to bed 03:00 or later. Such late bed times

a night (http://bit.ly/2ZW0WbY); additionally, every

MAKING, PCS IS DEVELOPING OUR OWN INTAKE

for our students explains why the many of our stu-

person is different and some need more or less sleep

dents come to school between 10:00 and 14:00. It also

than others. This data tells us that PCS should have a

highlights that many of our student may be coming to

stronger campaign to promote good sleeping habits.

school with sleeping deficits. If a student goes to bed

While we cannot control when a student goes to bed

at 02:00 and a parent or guardian is waking them up

we can attempt to promote healthier sleeping times.

,,

ASSESSMENTS

at 08:00 to go to school that student is only getting
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LEARNING
(IN)STYLE

This data is particularly interesting and centres

access to them. The data also suggests some cogni-

around "device" use. For our purposes a device is any

tive dissonance between the perceived benefits and

personal item a student uses to gain access to social

problems with their devices. For example, the majority

media, school work, music, etc. In relationship to the

of students said they positively used their technology

sleep data we notice that a significant number of our

or that it is not a distraction but then admitted to

students are being kept up by their devices at night

using devices for non-school purposes. Device use has

and this could be causing sleeping issues. Despite the

always been a challenge and PCS will be working with

potential negative effects, students are passionate

students to promote positive cell phone usage.

about their devices and keeping control and/or having
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Learning (In)Style means that every student should have the option to learn in a
way that best suits their learning needs. The following survey data gives us some
insight into the diversity of learning styles and needs of our school. We have used
this data to inform the physical structure of our school instructional differentiation.
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LEARNING (IN)STYLE DATA ANALYSIS:
The most striking aspect of the "Learning (In)Style"

A positive element in student's mindset around learn-

data is its diversity and range. PCS students have many

ing is that students seem to be internalizing a more

different needs when it comes to how they learn.

growth orientated learning mentality. The majority

Another element which becomes clear is our students

of students disagreed, or were neutral about, the

are not interested in learning in a traditional way with

statement: I can't learn. In correlation, not one student

large classrooms and a teacher lecturing. Thus there

disagreed with the statement "Learning is a part of

is a positive correlation with a desire for alternative

growing" there by showing that our students connect

learning environments and enrolment in PCS. Within

growth with learning. Finally, the students rated the

that there is a strong desire to not learn in a cramped

statement "I just haven't gotten it yet" primarily as

classroom but rather in our spacious common area.

neutral. There could be a variety of reasons for this, like

This correlates well with what we observed throughout

not understanding the statement, but it does show

the year with students preferring to be in the common

that there are relatively few negative associations

area and avoiding the classroom; additionally, we have

with that statement. PCS will be implementing more

taken our observations and this survey data and are

Growth Minded activities to enhance student's Growth

completely restructuring PCS to align better with the

Mindset.

learning desire of students.

As part of our expansion of data collection at PCS, we
have created a more robust and data driven intake
interview system. Part of this system has students

INTAKE
INTERVIEWS

answer questions related to their preceptions of themseves and their school history. This gives PCS the ability
to view students on an individual basis in addition
to understanding our student population as a whole
when they come into our school. The data below has
year over year demographics data followed buy the
current 2020/2021 year's student self-perception data.
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INTAKE INTERVIEW DATA ANALYSIS:
Students primarily come to PCS in their final two

enrolling at PCS felt they needed to work most on

years of school. The proportion of Grade 11/12s entering

"Asking for help", "Improving attendance" and "Work-

PCS did drop from 64% to 55% for this school year.

ing on managing anxiety". These three issues again

This was a unique year with COVID-19 and its unclear

made the top the list. Changing this year was students

whether our lower enrolment is a result of students

identifying that they need to work on "Managing my

just dropping out totally or sticking with CHSS because

anger" and Making healthier mental health choices".

the format change worked for them. A full 84% of

Students coming to PCS clearly struggle with self-im-

our students identify coming from family structures

age, social interaction and developing healthy work

which are outside of the nuclear family archetype (i.e.

habits. Our school is working on providing opportun-

biological Mum and Dad). This is an increase of 8% over

ities to work on these skills through TREC2s, curricu-

last year. Some live with their grandparents, partners,

lum and group work.

friends or other family orientations.
A positive self image that most of our students come
Without exception the primary reasons students

to us with is the idea that "I can graduate" and "I can

come to our school is because of "Attendance", or lack

achieve success if I want to". This continued on into this

there of, and "Social Anxiety". This remained consistent

year. Students in general also felt "connected to their

for the 2020/2021 school year. It is not surprising that

community" by a strong margin of 59% agreeing with

these would correlate as those with social anxiety

that statement. Only 10% of students disagreed with

are less likely to attend. The next two biggest rea-

that statement. This shows we are doing a reasonable

son are "Work is too Hard" and "Sleeping or Sleeping

job in our community connecting with our vulnerable

Schedule". This year we broke up the question about

youth.

struggling with substance use and it showed 19% of
our intake students identified that they struggled with

Our students clearly have a lot of potential, dreams

cannabis. 13% of students identified struggling with al-

and capacity; yet they struggle with finding who they

cohol. While problematic rates of cannabis and alcohol

are and having the self-confidence to pursue that.

use is likely higher than these numbers it does show

They also need to work on life skills which will make

that students are identifying problematic behaviour

them more productive and academically successful.

and articulating that they need help.

PCS has been using this data in a effort to create programs and curriculum which provides success for our

In line with the high rates of social anxiety, students

students.
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FRAMEWORK FOR ENHANCING STUDENT LEARNING SURVEY:
School District 52 puts out a district wide survey

Likert scale type questions with a final written answer

in order to see if we as a district are meeting our

for each section. PCS did our survey over a couple

intended educational goals. PCS is included in this

months as attendance was not as consistent as pre-

survey. This is the second year we have done the survey

COVID. We ended the survey in late November.

digitally for grades 6 and up. This has allowed for the
use of Excel to visualized the data year over year.

Overall this year's Framework Survey shows that PCS
increased in math confidence and the idea that the

The data below uses both the 2019 and 2020 data

math they are doing is practical outside of school from

by juxtaposing the statements. Some of the state-

the previous year. There was an increase in students

ments are the same, others slightly shifted and others

who felt confident about their reading skills yet a de-

completely new. We have done our best to group year

crease in reading for enjoyment. PCS saw a significant

over year questions which are the same or similar. This

increase in students who are feeling more connect-

allows for a visual comparison of year over year data

ed to the adults at this school and feel that they can

and comparisons.

get help. It should be noted that this data must be
contextualized in the COVID pandemic. There were

Methodology: The Frameworks Survey for PCS is

less overall students attending which increased the

done digitally through Microsoft's program "Forms".

attention students who did attend received. Addition-

The questions are categorized into the six overarching

ally, there is a large gap in student perceptions of those

goals of the school district's framework. The survey is

who did not attend as they did not participate in this

not anonymous and students are required to put their

survey.

name on the survey sheet. The survey uses a series of

READING DOMAIN WORDLE:

MATH DOMAIN WORDLE:
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PRO-SOCIAL DOMAIN WORDLE:
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PCS
Thank you to all who made this such a great year.
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